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Points in bricks and brick construction

STANDARDIZATION OF BRICK IS TIMELY—LOSS OF STRENGTH IN BRICKWORK 
DUE TO FROGS—LACK OF UNIFORMITY IN SIZES—CLASSIFICATION OF BRICKS 
—BRICK MORTARS—SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS OVER PRESENT PRACTICE

By ROBT. J. MARSHALL, B.A.Sc.,
Department of Applied Mechanics, University of Toronto

T commonest building material used to-day in 
factory construction is the old-fashioned brick. 
The art of brick-making and brick-laying is a 

ac Very ancient trade. One of the causes of trouble, 
to PEblical record, between the Israelites and 

fhis Etlans had to do with the making of bricks, and from 
as , are at liberty to infer that brick-laying, as well 
0lderiCk‘making- was a very ancient craft. Some of the 
of rujns of the Orient remain to-day as monuments 

e skill of these men.
day J f°h°ws, therefore, that when a student of présent
ai] Ul*ding materials discovers a desire to investigate 
the art.S k's subject, he ought to be fully warned about 
*heSgen0l!sness °f tampering with history. The age of 
mak aac*ent crafts and the history surrounding them, 
aad he art °f the brickmaker and bricklayer venerable 
seertieXemPf from the invasion of recent learning. They 
th0r ,0 have been the barrier which has prevented the 
have examination such as all the newer materials 

ad to undergo in recent years, 
aiater'^k *s tke last of the commonest of the building 
$ubs a s to be standardized. The investigation and 
Under?Uen*: standardization of the brick crafts are being 
teriai aken ky the American Society for Testing Ma
ori thg’ 3nc* tk’s society may be depended upon to carry 
done • Work in the same thorough way that they have 

the case of steel and concrete. 
bricj(_ e Reasons for the present revision of the rules of 

Un aklng and brick-laying is that present methods 
°f eCo ec°uomical, inefficient and careless. The necessity 
jorrden 0rn*Cal consideration is the result of the present 
'0 the ^ *° kùild high buildings. The inefficiency is seen 
lessneg '^effective distribution of material ; and the care- 

jnS 18 everywhere evident in the business.
§>0tyn recent years factory and office buildings have 
Present rorn fhe old three, four and five-story type to the 
büil,jjn ten’ fifteen and twenty-story buildings. If brick 
Po pre^8 Were restricted to the old type there would be 
^IdinJ510®’ reason f°r a change. But office and factory 
P.rOspgct? are so expensive to erect at present that 
^'dergfio1Ve ku'l(lers are compelled to give careful con- 
kr'ck h°a, 1° ec°nomy in their building material. A good

a'!dlnK

'=4,ed

Economical designs are not now possible under 
very conservative building by-laws. But the by-laws 
not properly to blame, for back of them there are good 
and sufficient reasons for the conservation ; and those 

the direct result of carelessness all through 
the brick-making and building trades.
__ fa the last thirty years, the rules governing the 
of all our building materials have undergone, or 
undergoing, revision. Technical and economical 
sidérations have led to new, more accurate and appro
priate uses. Processes of manufacture ate yearly im
proving the uniformity of most building materials. The 
result of these improvements is a more reliable material. 
The more reliable it is, the closer may the safe working
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Fig. 1.

load be figured to the ultimate strength of the material. 
As a result of the above-mentioned improvements, safety 
factors are becoming more clearly defined and they will 
continue to diminish as materials improve in reliability.

The commonly accepted safety factor for steel is 4; 
for concrete, 5 to 6 ; for timber, 7 + ; and for brick,
These empirics are an

9r<.

10 +.
index of uniformity and reliability, 

and indicate in a general way the channels in which 
manufacturers have made the most progress. The high 
safety factor is very necessary in timber, owing to 
natural defects, such as knots, cross-graining, etc., but 
where a man commences with the raw material and makes 
a brick wall by his own process, it seems to be a mis- 
judgment to lay the blame for all the defects of the re
sultant to natural causes.

The Effect of the Frog in Brickwork.—The first 
point at issue is the use of the frog in bricks. The com
monly accepted theory, with regard to the frog in a brick, 
is that it is the bond which resists the possible horizontal 
shearing stresses. If Fig. 1 is examined, it will be seen

would suit a great many such builders if 
°f °!7nn econom'cal principle, allowing an adequate


